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Often the mere mention of the term ‘nanotechnology’ prompts associated claims / myths so 
we explain it here in more basic terms. 

 

 

The Zoonocide we apply contains nanometer-sized particles similar in size to the glucose 
molecule (~1 nm in diameter). However, the Zoonocide molecule cannot exist outside the 
water environment it is in and so when the water environment is removed (by application and 
drying), these nanometer-sized molecules react with each other (and the surface they are 
on) to form extremely large, chemically linked films on surfaces that are measured in 
millimeters to centimeters and even up to meters on some surfaces. 

 
No single molecules (nano-particles) remain after application and drying. Even a single 
molecule alone, will react with and bond to the surface. The Zoonocide molecules cannot 
be isolated and captured so there is no way this material, once applied, can possibly be 
isolated or possibly enter the food chain or the atmosphere, as particles. 

 
In essence, the Zoonocide technology involves the application of small molecules to a 
surface where they react immediately with the surface and each other on drying, to form an 
insoluble film on the surface - similar to applying a latex paint. This surface is now chemically 
different than the Zoonocide material that was originally applied. It will not dissolve, flake off 
or leach. 

 
However, the unique nature of this film will interact on the nano-scale with bacteria, viruses 
(nano-sized) and fungi where it lyses (penetrates) their cell walls causing cellular inactivation 
and death. 

 
Therefore, whilst it is accepted that the “Zoono” particle is nano sized (something the size of 
100 nanometers or smaller), the reality is that the Zoono particles are stable / they cannot 
be isolated / they cannot exist outside water. 

 
For these reasons, both Microbe Shield (Z-71) Surface Sanitiser and GermFree24 Hand 
Sanitiser have received Australian TGA and NZFSA (New Zealand Food Safety Authority) 
Approvals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nanotechnology is the study of the control of matter on an atomic and molecular scale. 
Generally nanotechnology deals with structures of the size 100 nanometers or smaller, and 
involves developing materials within that size. 


